We give single laws for two subvarieties of Steiner quasigroups (squags); the subvariety of squags whose underlying triple systems are the affine spaces over GF [3] , and the subvariety of squags whose underlying triple systems are the afBne triple systems.
THEOREM 2 . [1] The variety of all squags is defined by the law xo((wo(wo(((y o y) o z) o y)))cx)
= z, 158 D. Donovan [2] where w,x,y,z 6 S.
If we place further conditions on the variety of squags, we form subvarieties. We take two subvarieties and show that the basis for each subvariety can be expressed in terms of a single law.
Recall that the medial law for elements vi,x,y,z of a quasigroup is given by:
19) The subvariety of squags whose underlying Steiner triple systems are the aJRne spaces over GF [3] , is characterised among all squags by the law
where w,x,y,z e S.
In the next theorem we show that this subvariety can be defined by a single law. 
((yoy)o((woy)o((xow)o((xoz)oy)))) = z
is satisfied by the subvariety of squags given in Theorem 3. Using the medial law we obtain for the left-hand side of the above equation. If we apply the identities given in Theorem 1, then we see that this simplifies to z, as required. We now take the given law and show that the identities listed in Theorems 1 and 3 can be derived from it.
Equation 1 can be rewritten in terms of left and right multiplication as follows:
We see that left multiplication is one-to-one and onto and hence a permutation. So we can write:
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and it follows that right multiplication is a permutation. Since both left multiplication and right multiplication are permutations our groupoid is a quasigroup.
, which is independent of x and so:
which is independent of t and so:
for all r, s,t,u,z'. Let x = t = s = z, r = w and z' = y. Then the left-hand sides of Equations 3 and 4 are equal, implying:
(voV))o((voz)oy) = (ilou;)((zoti)oj/).

Let u -v, then: (vow)o((voz)oy) = (vow)o((zov)oy).
Thus voz -zov for all v,z, and the quasigroup is commutative.
Return to Equation 4 and choose r = t -s = z' = z and u = zoz. Then: (zoz)o((2oz)oz) = ((zoz)oz)o((zo(zoz))oz).
Using the fact that the quasigroup is commutative we obtain: Let x = ttoz then, by commutativity, we obtain:
Let u range over the quasigroup. This equation is then true for all x,z. We return to Equation 4 again, and use this to verify the medial law. Choose s = tog, for some q, or equivalently sot = (t°q)°t, implying q = sot. Also choose u = SOT or equivalently uor -s or sau = r. Then:
(tor)o(qoz) =so(roz); but s = Uq and so: available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0004972700028276 160 D. Donovan [4] for all r,z,t,q. The medial law is satisfied. Choosing x = z, we can write:
The result now follows. D
Next we give a single law for the subvariety of squags which is characterised by the distributive law. In the variety of all squags the distributive law is obtained from the medial law by letting w -x. However the identity given in Theorem 6 implies the distributive law directly. Further, this identity yields the required properties, but has a smaller word length than that given in Theorem 4; that is, it has word length 9 instead of 10. We include the proof of this result as it uses slightly different techniques than those given in Theorem 4.
An affine triple ayatemis a triple system where every three points generate an affine plane of order 9. Young [4] characterised the subvariety of squags whose underlying triple systems are the afRne triple systems in terms of the distributive law. For elements x, y, z of a quasigroup the diatributive law is given by xo(yoz) = (xoy)o(xoz). where w,x,y,z G S.
yo((yoy)o(wo((xow)o((xoz)ow)))) -z,
PROOF: Clearly this law holds for squags which satisfy the distributive law. We must show that the three laws given in Theorem 1 and the distributive law can be derived from this law. We let z range over the whole groupoid and express the law in terms of left and right multiplication as follows:
We see that left multiplication is one-to-one and onto and hence is a permutation. So we can write:
and it follows that right multiplication is also a permutation. Since both left and right multiplication are permutations, our groupoid is a quasigroup.
We can rewrite Equation 7 as R(w)L(xo-w)L(w) = L~1(x)L~l(y)L~1(yoy)
, which is independent of w and so: 
Uo((zo1i)o(zou)) = <o((fo<)o(zoz)).
Letting t -u yields: 
(yoy)L(y) = L~1(w)L~1(xow)R~1(w)L~1(x)
. This is independent of y and so:
for all v,y,z. Now let z = yoy, implying:
y°({yoy)°(y°y)) = vo((v<,v)o(yoy)).
If we apply Equation 10 to the right-hand side of this we obtain: yo((y°sO°(y°y)) = vo(( yoV )°{y°v)).
Now let v = yoy and so:
available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0004972700028276
[7]
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y°{(y°y)°(y°y)) -(y°y)°(y°y)-
We go on to use this equation and Equations 12 and 13 to show that the original identity does in fact imply that the system is idempotent. Recall Equation 6: 
But Equation 12
states that lyo(iuoto) = w, therefore i/Jota = w and the system is idempotent.
Using the fact that the system is idempotent in Equation 13 gives:
Next we prove commutativity. The quasigroup is idempotent so we can rewrite Equation 14 as:
J/O(T/OZ) = uo(woz).
Let y = z and by Equation 12 we obtain:
Z -Vo(voz).
But we have just stated that (itoz)ou = z, and so: Uo(voz) = (uozjoU.
So if we let u = v and uoz -t, then:
Let z range over the quasigroup; then the equation is true for all t,u. Hence our quasigroup is commutative.
Finally we show that the distributive law is satisfied. Take Equation 10:
and since uou = u and our system is commutative we can write:
for all u,x,z. The result now follows. D
We conclude this paper by considering an alternate characterisation for the subvariety of squags whose underlying triple systems are the affine triple systems. If we take the distributive law, on this variety of squags, we see that:
Zo(j/oz) =(a!ot/)o(xoz); distributing once again gives
=((x°y)°x) o ((xoy)oz),
and since (xot/)ox = y: =y°{{x°y)°z), and finally: =((xoj/)oz)oi/.
Hence the subvariety of squags given in Theorem 5 could have been characterised by the law xo(yoz) = ((XOT/)OZ)OT/. We say that the element y is an associator. In fact Macdonald [3] showed precisely this. Macdonald considered the affine triple systems in terms of their associated sloops (see [2] p.4, for a definition). She showed that if x,y,z, where xoy ^ z, are all distinct non-identity elements of a sloop, with underlying triple systems the affine triple systems, then xo(j/oz) = ((xoy)oz)oy. This corresponds to showing the property is satisfied by the given subvariety of squags.
